About the Practitioner

In 2008 Kamil’s life path was abruptly altered by a near-death-experience in the form of a ski accident. Inspired by full and swift recovery using numerous Western and Eastern healing modalities, Kamil was guided away from the stressful corporate world, and toward one filled with peace, health, joy, and everyday freedom.

Inline with his new-found interests and healing abilities, Kamil has completed several programs including Personal Training, Shiatsu, Reiki, Healing Touch, Life Coaching, Angel Card and Akashic Record Reading, A Course In Miracles, Soul-Level Healing, as well as Brain Science.

Today, while living happily in the Now, inspiriting thousands of people to enjoy better and more fulfilling lives, and consulting on World Peace, Kamil continues to learn new techniques and works on the mastery of his gift.

Two*virtual Locations to serve you

**Oakville:** 586 Argus Rd ground, Suite #100  
**Toronto:** 240 Roncesvalles Ave 2nd Floor, Suite #4  
**Virtual:** Phone or Skype

Tue 3-9pm  Sun 3-9pm  Wed 3-9pm

BOOK ONLINE or Contact us

www.energyshiatsu.com  info@energyshiatsu.com  Tel. 1.877.357.9779 ext 5

Energy Shiatsu

A Holistic and Life-Changing Energy Healing Experience

“Fall in love with taking care of Yourself, Mind, Body and Spirit.”

Shiatsu | Reiki | Healing Touch  
Talk Therapy | Light Coaching
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What is Energy Shiatsu?

Energy Shiatsu is a Holistic and Life-changing blend of Shiatsu bodywork, Reiki & Healing Touch energy, friendly and open Talk Therapy, and practical Light Coaching or Mentoring.

During your Energy Shiatsu session you may experience deep relaxation, immediate relief from stress or physical discomforts, and life changing clarity. Energy Shiatsu first calms your mind and nervous system, then stimulates your body, mind and heart to heal and rejuvenate.

Light Coaching sessions get to the core of issues, offer deep Soul-level healing and lasting transformational results, and support clients on their life journey toward wholeness and happiness as their True & Real best Selves.

If you require accelerated guidance on specific topics such as relationships, career, business, or life path shifts, Energy Shiatsu offers Discovery and Business Coaching to suit your needs.

Benefits of Energy Shiatsu

✓ Soothing & Healing
  resolved body, muscle, joint and nerve pains
✓ Calm & Peace
  released tension & anxiety from body & mind
✓ Better Sleep & Energy
  fatigue and stress turned into well-being
✓ New Perspective & Clarity
  fears, worries & despair transformed

Additional Benefits of Light Coaching

✓ Solid Handle on Life and Important Goals
✓ Compassionate Boundaries & Power
✓ Released Unwanted Past & Patterns
✓ Faced & Balanced Ego/Fear/Shadow Side
✓ Peaceful Mood and Cheerful Vibe
✓ Reliable Intuition, Potential & Grace
✓ Divinely Inspired Action & Creativity
✓ Effortless Performance & Success
✓ Limitless Energy Boost & Support
✓ Bliss, Passion & Dreams Come True
✓ Fast Self-Healing and Self-Balancing
✓ Long Life & Lucky Synchronicity
✓ Living Your Truth and Purpose
✓ Wisdom, Fulfilment & Contentment
✓ Master Consciousness & Abilities

Live a happy life while giving happiness to others.
— Shiatsu teaching

What Are Patients Saying?

"Thank you for an amazing first energy healing experience! I met with Kamil and he was very friendly and welcoming. I found it easy to settle in and open up about why I was there that day. Although my pain was residing in my lower back and hips, after reading my chakras, he started working where they felt closed or blocked. There was so much tension and many tight knots hidden nearby. This relieved the strain in the rest of my body and since I was no longer compensating, the pressure was lifted. Kamil was patient and took his time to work out the knots and was successful. My session was truly a perfect balance of healing mind, body & spirit." — J.C.

"Kamil illustrates different types of strengths that reside within each of us, and how we can access them when we need to change what no longer fits in our lives. He awakens the desire to identify with our own spirituality, and explore, recognize and initiate within ourselves that, which will bring us happiness." — G.H.

"Kamil is a miracle-worker." — V.T.

Read more at EnergyShiatsu.com